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Abstract
The data collected by the ALEPH experiment at LEP at centre{of{mass energies around 183 GeV
are analysed to search for sleptons, the partners of leptons in supersymmetric theories. The
previously published search for acoplanar leptons and missing energy has been updated. New
searches have been developed to cover a wider range of slepton signals. These include single
electrons, acoplanar leptons accompanied by two photons plus missing energy as well as particles
with lifetime. No evidence for the production of any such particles is found. Slepton mass limits
are reported within gravity mediated and gauge mediated SUSY breaking scenarios.
(To be submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction
In 1997 centre{of{mass energies up to 184 GeV were achieved at LEP. Data corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 0.2, 3.9, 51.0, 1.9 pb 1 were collected with the ALEPH detector at energies
of 181, 182, 183, 184 GeV respectively. With these data the searches for sleptons published in [1]
and for long{lived, heavy, charged particles published in [2] are updated. These analyses have been
extended to cover a wider range of possible slepton signals.
Low{energy supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model with the conservation of R{
parity [3], a multiplicative quantum number distinguishing between ordinary particles and their
supersymmetric partners, are taken as reference models. R{parity conservation implies that
supersymmetric particles have to be produced in pairs and that the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP) is stable; following cosmological arguments [4], the LSP is also assumed to be neutral and
weakly interacting. The nature of the LSP depends on the supersymmetry breaking mechanism.
Possible candidates are the lightest neutralino, the lightest sneutrino and the gravitino (eG). In
most of the searches for supersymmetry performed at LEP, and also in [1], the gravitino has been
assumed heavy enough for its interactions in the LEP environment to be safely neglected. This
corresponds to the case where the supersymmetry breaking is propagated to the matter sector by
gravity. Throughout this letter this scenario is referred to as MSSM. There is, however, renewed
interest in a class of models, the so{called Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking models [5],
where the supersymmetry breaking is mediated by gauge interactions; in this case the gravitino is
expected to be very light and to have a phenomenological impact on the searches for supersymmetry
at LEP. Hereafter these scenarios are referred to as GMSB.
Sleptons are the supersymmetric partners of charged leptons. One complex scalar eld is
associated with each chirality component of the Dirac fermionic eld: the resulting scalar particles
are called \right-handed" (èR) and \left-handed" (èL) sleptons.
Assuming common scalar and gaugino masses (m0 and m1=2) at the GUT scale, there is a
relation among the masses of the scalar particles at the electroweak scale [6], and among M1 and
M2, the soft supersymmetry breaking parameter associated with the U(1) and the SU(2)L groups
(M2 = 3=5 cot
2 WM1 ' 0:81m1=2). For charged sleptons one obtains:
M2
e`R
= m20 + 0:22M
2
2   sin2 #WM2Z cos 2;
M2
e`L
= m20 + 0:75M
2
2   0:5(1   2 sin2 #W )M2Z cos 2;
where tan is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets. From these
relations and assuming tan larger than 1, the left{handed slepton is expected to be heavier than
the right{handed one. For selectrons and smuons the interaction eigenstates are expected to be a
good approximation of the mass eigenstates. In the case of staus, a larger mixing between the two
interaction eigenstates is expected.
The production of smuons (e) and staus (e) proceeds via  or Z exchange in the s channel
only, whereas selectrons (e) can also be produced by exchanging neutralinos in the t channel. The
dependence of the cross section for smuon and stau production on supersymmetric parameters is
only through the masses and the mixing angle in the case of staus. The selectron cross section [7]
depends on the selectron mass and, via the t channel, on tan , M2 and , the Higgs mixing
parameter.
In the MSSM, sleptons dominantly decay into their partner lepton and the lightest neutralino if
the slepton is the Next to Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (NLSP). If the slepton is not the NLSP
cascade decays may be possible. The branching ratio of these decays depends on the supersymmetric
parameters.
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Table 1: Final state topologies studied in the dierent scenarios.
NLSP Production Decay mode Topology Comment
MSSM è èè è! l Acoplanar leptons
eReL e! e Single electron Small meR  m
GMSB è èè è! leG Acoplanar leptons According
Impact parameter to lifetime
Kinks
Stable sleptons
 èè è! l Acoplanar leptons
! leG plus photons
Acoplanar photons Small m
e`
 m
In GMSB models if the slepton is the NLSP (preferentially the stau if its mixing is not negligible)
it decays into a lepton of the same family plus a gravitino. Otherwise the NLSP is the lightest
neutralino (although a small region of the parameter space where it is the sneutrino exists) and
then the slepton decays into a lepton and a photon plus gravitino produced by the neutralino.
The topologies arising from slepton production depend on these decay patterns and the possible
lifetime of these particles. The topologies studied are summarised in Table 1.
The usual topology in the MSSM is acoplanar leptons plus missing energy. If the mass dierence
between right{handed selectron and the lightest neutralino is very small the search for èR èR has no
sensitivity. In this case eReL production leading to nal states with a single visible electron may
be the only possibility to detect sleptons if the left{handed slepton is too heavy to be produced in
pairs.
In GMSB models the NLSP slepton lifetime depends on the gravitino mass m
eG
. Its decay
length, given by [5]











can be non-negligible compared to the dimensions of the ALEPH detector, since the gravitino
mass could be as large as a few keV. The full range of possible lifetimes is covered by searches for
acoplanar leptons plus missing energy, tracks with large impact parameters, kinks in the detector
volume, and heavy stable charged particles.
When the neutralino is the NLSP, topologies either with two leptons and two photons or two
photons only (when the mass dierence between the slepton and the lightest neutralino is very
small) have to be searched for.
This letter is organised as follows. In Section 2 the ALEPH detector is described. Details about
the event selections are given in Section 3. Possible sources of systematic uncertainties and their
evaluation are described in Section 4. Finally, the results are presented and discussed in Section 5.
2 The ALEPH Detector
The ALEPH detector and its performance are described in detail in Ref. [8, 9]. A description of
the components relevant for the presented analyses is given here.
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Charged particle tracks are measured by a silicon vertex detector (VDET), a multiwire drift
chamber (ITC) and a time projection chamber (TPC). The VDET has a length of approximately
40 cm with two concentric layers of silicon wafers at average radii of 6.3 and 11 cm. The ITC
consists of eight drift chamber layers of 2 m length between an inner radius of 16 cm and an outer
radius of 26 cm. The TPC measures up to 21 space points in the radial range from 40 cm to 171 cm
and an overall length of 4.4 m. These chambers are immersed in an axial magnetic eld of 1.5 T and
together achieve a transverse momentum resolution (pT )=pT = 0:0006pT  0:005 (pT in GeV=c).
The TPC also provides up to 338 measurements of the ionisation energy loss. It is surrounded by
the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) which covers the angular range j cos j < 0:98. The ECAL
is nely segmented in projective towers of approximately 0:9 by 0:9 which are read out in three
segments of depth. The energy resolution is E=E = 0:18=
p
E+0:009 (E in GeV). The iron return
yoke is instrumented with streamer tubes as a hadron calorimeter (HCAL) and covers polar angles
down to 110 mrad. Surrounding the HCAL are two additional layers of streamer tubes called muon
chambers. The luminosity monitors (LCAL and SICAL) extend the calorimetric coverage down to
polar angles of 34 mrad.
Using the energy ow algorithm described in Ref. [9], the measurement of the tracking detectors
and the calorimeters are combined into \objects" classied as charged particles, photons, and
neutral hadrons. A good track is dened as a charged particle track originating from the interaction
region (with transverse impact parameter jd0j < 1 cm and longitudinal impact parameter jz0j <
5 cm), having at least four TPC hits, a transverse momentum greater than 200 MeV and a minimum
polar angle of 18:2. In order to get the correct charged multiplicity, for all analyses photon
conversions into e+e  are reconstructed with a standard pair nding algorithm [9]. Electrons are
identied using the shower prole in the electromagnetic calorimeter and the measurement of the
specic ionisation energy loss. The tagging of muons makes use of the hit patterns in HCAL and
the muon chambers.
3 Selection criteria
Several selection algorithms have been developed to address the dierent nal states described
above. Searches for acoplanar lepton pairs (Section 3.1) and single electrons (Section 3.2) cover
the main signatures in the MSSM scenario. Searches for an acoplanar lepton pair and two photons
(Section 3.3) and long or medium lived particles (Section 3.4) address the nal states expected in
GMSB scenarios.
All selections are developed using Monte Carlo techniques. Monte Carlo samples corresponding
to at least 10 times the collected luminosity of all major background processes have been generated
using the same programs as in Ref. [1]. The position of the most important cuts are determined
using the N95 prescription [10]. The expected background from WW production is subtracted in
the search for acoplanar leptons according to the prescription described in [11]. For all analyses
not published in Ref. [1] or [2] data collected at centre{of{mass energies of 161, 170 and 172 GeV,
which corresponds to integrated luminosities of 11.1, 1.1, 9.5 pb 1 respectively, are used in addition
to the data taken at 181   184 GeV.
Typical eciencies and the expected background for the various analyses are listed in Table 2.
3.1 Events with acoplanar leptons
For nal states with acoplanar leptons, the selections developed for energies between 161 GeV and
172 GeV [1] are reoptimised to account for the increase in energy and luminosity as well as the
changes in the composition of the background. The search for acoplanar taus is extended to smaller
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Table 2: Signal cross section for selectrons 
e
(tan  = 2,  =  200 GeV=c2), smuons and staus

e;e , eciency  and background cross section B for the search of acoplanar leptons, events with
single electrons and acoplanar leptons plus photons (
p
s = 183 GeV).
e+e  ! è è! `+`  selectrons smuons staus
m
e`
M e e;e  B  B  B
[GeV=c2] [fb] [%] [fb] [%] [fb] [%] [fb]
0 1026 62 149 66 136 43 117
30 686 64 121 64 100 45 117
75 60 274 134 57 9 62 3 38 64
70 190 36 23 44 31 7 35
72 176 11 14 13 18 0:5 30





M e  B
[GeV=c2] [fb] [%] [fb]
102 60 868 68 77
102 60.5 845 50 77
102 61 60 822 45 1
103 62 775 49 2
105 65 626 58 2
e+e  ! è è! `+eG` eG selectrons smuons staus
m
e`
M e e;e  B  B  B
[GeV=c2] [fb] [%] [fb] [%] [fb] [%] [fb]
0 1026 27 44 18
30 686 41 61 27
60 274 134 47 9 66 11 34
75
70 190 44 63 24
16
72 176 37 54 19
75 m` 153 49 15 49 15 15
mass dierences (M) between the stau and the neutralino by means of a new dedicated selection.
The complete list of cuts is summarised in Table 3.
3.1.1 Updated acoplanar leptons analyses
In the following an outline of the general concept of the selections for selectrons and smuons as well
as staus at high M is given, with a detailed description for new or modied cuts only.
The reconstruction of hadronic tau decays is modied with respect to [1]. To select a pure
sample of taus, events are clustered into two jets. The sum of all energy ow objects within a
cone with half{angle of 15 around the jet axis is considered as a tau if the following set of quality
cuts is fullled: its invariant mass is less than 2 GeV=c2; it contains either one or three charged
particle tracks; the sum of the momenta along the jet axis is greater than 98% of the sum of the
total momenta of all energy ow objects in the cone.
After selecting events containing two leptons (e,  or ) of the same avour with no other charged
particle tracks, kinematic cuts are applied. Background from two{photon processes is reduced with
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cuts on the energy E12 measured in a 12
 cone around the beam axis, the visible mass Mvis, the
lepton transverse momenta pT1; pT2, the missing transverse momentum pT and the scalar sum  of
transverse momenta with respect to the two{dimensional thrust axis [1]. Events from lepton pair
production are rejected with restrictions on the acoplanarity aco and the momenta p1 and p2 of
identied electrons and muons. Events with a single photon converting into e+e  before reaching
the tracking chambers are rejected by a cut on the acollinearity . Fermion pair production with
a radiated photon in the detector is removed by a neutral veto. This neutral veto rejects events
containing a neutral energy ow object of more than 5 GeV with an angle to each of the two
lepton directions greater than 10 and an invariant mass with each of the two leptons greater than
2 GeV=c2.
To reduce background from W pair production, where both W's decay into leptons, cuts on the
momenta of identied electrons or muons are applied. For selectrons and smuons, it is required
that the lepton momenta fall in the range kinematically allowed for a signal with the considered
values of slepton and neutralino masses (\sliding cut" in Table 3). To save eciency for slepton
masses similar to the W{mass, further cuts against W pair production are omitted in the search for
selectrons and smuons with large M . For staus at high M , events with more than one identied
electron or muon are rejected if the momentum of the leading lepton is greater than 24 GeV=c or
the momentum of the second lepton is greater than 18 GeV=c. If only one electron or muon is
found, its momentum is required to be less than 25 GeV=c.
For the search of selectrons and smuons with small M the same analysis as in [1] is applied.
Background from fermion pair production and four{fermion events is eectively suppressed by tight
cuts on the leading lepton momentum and the visible momentum pvis. As the slepton signal for
small M is similar to the two{photon process, cuts on the missing transverse momentum and the
variable  are less stringent than for large M . The two{photon background is further reduced by
a cut on the polar angle of the missing momentum and a Fisher discriminant analysis, as described
in [1].
3.1.2 Staus with small mass dierence
For staus with small M the WW background can be reduced more eectively and cuts against
 events can be relaxed to gain eciency. To reduce the WW background, new tight cuts on the
jet energies E1; E2 and the leading lepton momentum p1 are introduced. The distribution of the
energy from the leading jet is shown in Fig. 1a. With respect to the high M analysis the  tagging
is looser, by also allowing two charged tracks in a  jet. The number of identied electrons (muons)
Ne (N) should not be greater than one. The variable  should be larger than 1 GeV=c and larger
than 3 GeV=c if Mvis > 20 GeV=c
2. Events from  background tend to be coplanar, have a small
visible mass and transverse energy ET. The cuts on these quantities are listed in Table 3 (anti{
cuts). Compared to the high M selection the cuts on Mvis and pT can be relaxed. The cuts on
E1; E2 and p1 are optimised as a function of M .
For a given stau and neutralino mass the N95 prescription is employed to decide whether to use
the high or low M analysis.
3.2 Events with single electrons
For the signature of single electrons, one or two charged tracks are required in the event. Events
from two{photon background are rejected by demanding one identied electron with a transverse
momentum of at least 6%
p
s. If there is a second charged track with a transverse momentum
greater than 0:5%
p
s or an acoplanarity with respect to the electron greater than 150 the event is
rejected to reduce background from fermion pair production and four{fermion processes. For this
requirement tracks with less than four points in the TPC are also considered if they are measured
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Table 3: Selection criteria for the searches of acoplanar leptons. The sliding cut is explained in the
text.
selectron e, smuon e stau e
M  6 GeV=c2 M < 6 GeV=c2 large M small M
charged tracks two identied leptons (e; ; )
neutral veto yes
energy in 12 E12 = 0
acollinearity  > 2
acoplanarity aco < 170

visible mass Mvis > 4 GeV=c
2 Mvis > 6 GeV=c
2 Mvis > 4 GeV=c
2




missing pT > 3%
p
s pT > 1%
p
s if Mvis < 30 GeV=c
2: if Mvis < 30 GeV=c
2:
momentum pT > 6%
p
s pT > 2:3%
p
s
j cos j < 0:9 j cos j < 0:866
  > 2 GeV=c  > 1 GeV=c aco < 15:6+ 130
 > 1 GeV=c
if Mvis > 20 GeV=c
2:
 > 3 GeV=c
momenta of pT1; pT2 > 0:5%
p
s p1; p2 < 8:5 + 0:66M
identied p1; p2 < 46:5%
p
s p1; p2 < 10%
p
s p1; p2 < 24 GeV=c p1; p2 < 25 GeV=c
e and  sliding cut min(p1; p2)< 18 GeV=c
if Ne +N = 1:
p1 < 25 GeV=c
Fisher variable y >  15
no. of leptons Ne; N  1
anti{ if Mvis < 10 GeV=c
2:
ET > 4 GeV
aco < 7:5ET + 70
if Mvis < 20 GeV=c
2
and ET < 20 GeV:
aco < 160

Jet energies E1 < 4:4 + 1:5M
E2 < 6 + 0:9M
with at least four ITC hits. The neutral veto (dened as above, but using only the track with
higher momentum) is applied to reduce radiative bhabha events. In addition there should be no
neutral particle with an acoplanarity to the electron greater than 150. After these cuts are applied
the only signicant background is coming from We and Zee events.
The momentum of the detected charged particles must be compatible with the kinematics
for a signal with the considered values of slepton and neutralino masses. The distribution of





= 101:8 GeV=c2 and M = 60 GeV=c
2) in Fig. 1b.
The eciency for eReL production mainly depends on the mass dierence between the right{
handed selectron to the neutralino as shown in Fig. 2a. In order to achieve sensitivity for all
mass dierences the single electron and acoplanar electron searches are combined; the resulting
eciency, with a smoother dependence on M , is also shown in Fig. 2a. In the complete data
sample a background of 6.6 events is expected.
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3.3 Events with acoplanar leptons plus photons
The signature of sleptons decaying into leptons and neutralinos which then decay into gravitinos
and photons is similar to that of the acoplanar leptons except for the presence of isolated photons.
Because of the neutral veto, the acoplanar lepton analyses are not sensitive to these topologies.
Therefore a dedicated search has been developed.
3.3.1 Events with acoplanar electrons or muons plus photons
As in the acoplanar lepton pair analysis two identied leptons must be found, each with transverse
momentum greater than 0:5%
p
s and acollinearity  greater than 2. The value of E12 must be
equal to zero and Mvis must be greater than 4 GeV=c
2. In addition there must be at least two
photons with energies greater than 3 GeV in the event with the requirement that the energy of the
most energetic photon be greater than 5 GeV. The cut on missing transverse momentum is tightened
so that pT must be greater than 6%
p
s. After applying these cuts, the expected background in
the smuon channel is 0.8 events. However to suppress radiative Bhabha events which amount to
approximately 70 events at this stage, additional requirements must be made for the selectron
channel; the angle between the two photons and each track must be greater than 23 and after
dividing the event into two hemispheres the angle between the vector sum of the momenta in these
hemispheres should be less than 172. The minimum polar angle of the tracks has to be 26. The
thrust should be less than 0.92 and the missing energy of the event must be greater than 10%
p
s.
The background in the selectron channel is then expected to be 0.6 events.
3.3.2 Events with acoplanar taus plus photons
When searching for acoplanar taus with photons the two most isolated photons in the event are
identied as the two photons with energy greater than 1 GeV and the largest angle from each of
the two most back{to{back tracks. These are excluded while the remaining charged and neutral
objects in the event are clustered into jets and tau tagging is applied in the same way as for the
large M acoplanar tau analysis. Two identied taus must be found with acollinearity greater
than 2 and a minimum polar angle of 18:2. The event is required to have at least two photons
with an angle to the taus of at least 20.
The energy in a 12 cone around the beam pipe must be equal to zero and missing transverse
momentum of the event must be greater than 6%
p
s. To reject bhabha events, cuts on the lepton
momenta are applied in the same way as for the acoplanar tau analysis at large M . The polar
angle of the total momentum of the taus has to be at least 18:2 and aco has to be lower than
165. The polar angle of the most isolated photon must be more than 32. An additional cut on the
ratio of the energy of the most isolated photon (Ephot1) and the second isolated photon (Ephot2) is
required to further reduce the dilepton background: Ephot1=Ephot2 < 2:7. The energy distribution
for the most isolated photon is shown in Fig. 1c. After all cuts are applied a total background of
1.0 event is expected.
3.3.3 Events with acoplanar photons
The eciency of the selections described in Sec. 3.3.1 drops rapidly as the mass dierence between
the slepton and the neutralino decreases below 1 GeV=c2. The selection based on the acoplanar
photon analysis described in Ref. [12] has been modied, as follows, to cover this scenario. The
requirement that there be no additional charged tracks in the event is removed. However, to reduce
the background from tau decays, any tracks present must have an invariant mass above 1.5 GeV=c2
when paired with either of the two most energetic photons. The cut on additional energy in the
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event is relaxed from 1 GeV to 8 GeV. The value of E12 must be equal to zero. Both photons
are required to have an energy of at least 3 GeV. The cosmic veto based on a penetrating HCAL
pattern is not applied if the event contains an identied muon originating from the interaction
region. The background to this selection is estimated to be 2.7 events, coming mostly from the
() nal state.
3.4 Sleptons with lifetime
To search for sleptons with a signicant lifetime dierent selections have been developed. In
Section 3.4.1 searches are described for long{lived particles which decay outside the ALEPH tracking
volume (Radius R > 1:8 m). Section 3.4.2 describes searches for particles which decay within the
detector volume (O(1 cm) < R < 1:5 m). For shorter lifetimes the searches for acoplanar leptons
described in Section 3.1 are used. Fig. 2b gives an example of the eciencies for staus obtained in
the various analyses.
3.4.1 Long{lived sleptons
A search for pair{produced heavy stable charged particles has already been performed by ALEPH
analysing the data collected at centre{of{mass energies up to 172 GeV [2]. Two analyses were
developed in order to cover a wide mass interval of the heavy particles. The low{mass analysis
was based on kinematic cuts while the intermediate{mass one was based on specic ionisation loss
measurements. These analyses are applied to the data collected at 181 184 GeV. All the cuts and
the eciency parametrisation are expressed as a function of the  of the heavy particle. Typical
eciencies range between 40 70% for values of 1= = m=Ebeam in the range 0:52 0:98. With the
luminosity collected at 183 GeV approximately 0.3 background events are expected, the dominant
source being double{radiative dimuon events. The high{mass analysis described in [2], which looks
for tracks that saturate the TPC electronics, has not been applied here since it covers a mass range
(88{91 GeV=c2) where the slepton cross section is expected to be too small to be observable with
the collected luminosity.
3.4.2 Medium{lived sleptons
If a slepton decays before leaving the tracking devices but with signicant lifetime, two dierent
scenarios have to be considered. If the particle decays after having produced a reconstructable track
(i.e. R > 40 cm) the typical signature to search for is a kink. If it decays before, only the decay
products are observable. For a large enough decay radius (R > O(1 cm) ) these tracks in general
have large distances to the beam axis (impact parameters). Therefore two dierent selections have
been developed to search for kinks and tracks with large impact parameter.
For both selections photon conversions are identied and removed using the procedure
mentioned in Section 3.1.1. A common preselection is applied. In order to suppress 2{photon
events, at least one track with six hits in the TPC and with a transverse momentum greater than
3%
p
s is required. The total measured energy is required to be in excess of 3%
p
s; in determining
this quantity for the kink search, the track possibly assigned to the decaying slepton is removed





s, respectively for the kink and impact parameters searches.
The cut is tighter in the latter case because there both sleptons can be expected to decay within
the detector and therefore at least two neutral particles escaping the detector are produced. No
electron identication is used in these analyses. In the search for smuons background events without
muons are suppressed by requiring loose muon identication based on the muon trigger [8].
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A major source for charged tracks not originating from the primary vertex are cosmic
muons crossing the detector volume. Most of these events are rejected using the ECAL timing
information [13]. In addition events are removed if there is a track present with at least eight TPC
hits and a momentum of more than 1.5 times the beam energy or if two tracks are found with an
acollinearity larger than 178 each with either muon identication or hits close to the edge of the
tracking volume.
Search for kinks: In the search for kinks the number of tracks with hits in the TPC is limited
to six. Kinks are reconstructed by searching for tracks of the same charge crossing in the plane
transverse to the beam axis (r{plane) or approaching each other in this projection closer than
5 cm. Their separation in the z direction at this point should be less than 20 cm and the kink vertex
is required to lie within the tracking detectors. To be sensitive to the case where the slepton is a
stau, no restriction on the total number of tracks originating from a kink (outer tracks) is applied.
Several requirements are made to ensure that the used tracks are well measured in the detector
and that together they are compatible with the hypothesis of a real kink. The track assigned to
the slepton (inner track) must have a closest distance to the beam axis of less than 0.5 cm while for
the outer track this has to be more than 1 cm. The outer track is also required to have at least four
hits in the TPC, a momentum of more than 1%
p
s and its angle to the beam axis must be larger
than 18:2. The presence of hits assigned to the inner (outer) track after (before) the reconstructed
decay vertex is used to remove fake kinks. To reject kinks produced by bremsstrahlung, the angle
between the inner and the outer track must be larger than 5 at the kink vertex. If the inner track
has no TPC coordinates assigned, this cut is tightened to 10. The distribution of this angle is
shown in Fig. 1d.
At this point an important residual background comes from ditau events with hadronic
interactions in the detector material. Since in these events the hadron that interacts hadronically
is often accompanied by other collinear particles, they are suppressed by requiring that the energy,
deposited in the calorimeters within 5 around the extrapolation of a straight line from the primary
vertex to the kink, is less than 5 GeV if the kink is found in the material region (radius between
26 and 34 cm).
Search for large impact parameters: In the search for tracks with large impact parameters
only tracks are considered with at least 4 hits in the TPC and a minimum momentum of 0:5%
p
s.
Tau identication is attempted on 3 prong jets: sets of exactly three tracks, where for each possible
pair the angle at the point of closest approach in the r{plane is less than 11:5, are called taus.
In the following a tau will be treated as one track taking the mean value of the three impact
parameters as the tau impact parameter and the summed momenta as its direction. Events are
rejected if they do not consist of exactly two tracks, of which at most one should be associated to
a 3 prong tau.
To reject background from dilepton, bhabha and  events the two tracks must have an
acoplanarity below 175 and an acollinearity greater than 11:5. At least one (non-tau) track
must have an impact parameter of more than 1 cm. A minimum of one hit in ITC or VDET and
an angle to the beam axis larger than 18:2 are required. The impact parameter of the other track
should be larger than 0.025 cm.
Combination: The eciency of the two selections separately and of the combination are shown
in Fig. 2b for stau decays. For selectrons and smuons the eciency is higher, mainly due to the
absence of 3 prong decays and higher momenta of the decay products. The trigger eciency in the
smuon search has been studied using a simulation and was found to be above 80%, found in the


















































































Figure 1: Distributions of variables used by the new analyses in the data (points), background
Monte Carlo normalised to the recorded luminosity (full histogram) and the signal (dashed
histogram). To preserve statistics only subsets of the requirements on the other variables have
been applied.
a) The leading jet energy for events selected by the acoplanar tau search.
b) Momentum distributions of the leading particle in the search of events with single electrons.
c) Energy of the most energetic photon in the acoplanar tau plus photon search.













































Figure 2: a) The eciency for eReL production of the search for events with single electron
(dashed line) and acoplanar electrons (dotted line) is given as function of the mass dierence
(for m
eL
 M = 40 GeV=c2). The total eciency is indicated by the full line.
b) The eciency for eReR production of the dedicated selections as function of the eR lifetime. The
insensitive region between the search for acoplanar taus ( . 10 10 s) and the search for stable
particles ( & 10 7 s) is closed by the search for short{lived (dashed line) and medium-lived (dotted
line) sleptons. The eciency for the combination of these two analyses is given by the full line
(10 10 s .  . 10 7 s).
The background remaining in the kink search comes from ditau events and for data taken at
181 184 GeV centre{of{mass energy 0.1 events are expected. In the large impact parameter search
for selectrons and staus 0.22 events are expected from  ! e+e  and ditau events. Due to the
additional trigger requirement 0.02 events are expected for smuons. The remaining background
from cosmic muons is estimated to be less than 0.5 events for the combination of both the kink
and large impact parameter selections.
To derive results for dierent slepton masses and lifetimes, the appropriate combination of the
various selections is chosen by the N95 prescription.
4 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic eects of lepton identication are investigated by using events from two{photon
processes and lepton pair production. The probability of identifying leptons is in good agreement
between data and Monte Carlo. The detector response to acoplanar leptons are checked with
events which are kinematically similar to the signal. These are two{photon events with a scattered
electron in the luminosity calorimeters and dilepton events with an isolated photon in the detector.
This scattered electron or isolated photon is removed from the analysis. The relevant quantities
are well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation. These eects (< 2%) and the Monte Carlo
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statistics (2%) are estimated as a total systematic error of 3% and the eciency is reduced by one
standard deviation.
The stable sleptons analysis relies mainly on track reconstruction and energy loss measurements.
All the variables used in the analysis are checked using  + samples selected with criteria
independent from the ones used in the analysis. A good agreement between data and Monte
Carlo simulation is found for all the variables except for the momentum dierence between the
two reconstructed tracks normalised to the momentum reconstruction error. For this variable
the eciency in the data is lower than in the Monte Carlo due to the underestimate of the
momentum reconstruction error; this discrepancy has been taken into account by reducing the
selection eciency used to derive the limits.
5 Results
Six, seven and six candidates are observed in the search for acoplanar electrons, muons and taus,
where 10.2, 9.2 and 9.5 are expected from standard model processes, respectively. There is no
overlap in observed candidates, where the expected overlap is 0.3 events. The probability for a
deviation as large as this or larger is 9%, thus the observed numbers are consistent with a statistical
uctuation. Using the acoplanar electron selection and requiring both one identied electron and
one muon 19 events are selected with an expectation of 18.2, supporting the above statement. Five
candidates are selected in the search for single electrons, compatible with the background of 6.6
events expected mainly from four{fermion processes.
For the acoplanar slepton search with photons, no candidates are found in the data for the
selectron and smuon channels. The number of events expected from dilepton processes is 0.6 and
0.8 events respectively. One candidate event containing two energetic photons (45; 28 GeV) and
consistent with ditau background is selected by the search in the stau channel where 1.1 events
are expected. Three candidates are selected in the selection for the acoplanar slepton search with
photons at very small mass dierence, in agreement with the 2.7 events expected. These events
were also selected in the acoplanar two photon analysis [12], and are compatible with the ()
background.
For the long lifetime analysis no candidates are found in the data while the search for medium{
lived sleptons selects one event. In this event two charged particle tracks are measured in the TPC,
one with a closest distance to the beam axis of more than 2.5 cm. Both particles are identied as
electrons and therefore the event is not taken into account in the search for e production. In addition
a photon is detected in the ECAL. Therefore, the most probable standard model explanation for
this event is a  ! e+e  event with one of the electrons loosing energy by a hard bremsstrahlung
in the material between ITC and TPC. Due to this sudden change in momentum the track does
not point back to the primary vertex.
For a given supersymmetric model the non{observation of any excess of candidates can be
interpreted as lower mass limits for selectrons, smuons and staus. Such limits are presented in the
context of gravity mediated and gauge mediated SUSY breaking models.
5.1 Limits in the MSSM
The limits are derived by combining the results presented here with the ALEPH results obtained atp
s = 161   172 GeV. Unless otherwise stated, limits are set taking into account èR èR production
only. The expected background from WW production is subtracted in the search for acoplanar
leptons.
The mass limit for right{handed selectrons depends on the supersymmetric parameters. In
Fig. 3a the actual and expected limits and the eect of cascade decays, such as eR ! e0 are shown
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for tan  = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2. For smuons and staus the cross section is independent
of tan and . The actual and expected limits for smuons are shown in Fig. 3b assuming
BR(eR ! ) = 100%. The eect of cascade decays is shown for tan = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2.
Mixing may be non{negligible for staus, as the tau is much heavier than the electron and the muon.
In the case where eR and eL mix, limits are set on the mass of the lightest stau (e1), choosing the
mixing angle such that e1 decouples from the Z. Limits for staus are calculated in mixed and
unmixed scenarios and shown in Fig. 3c.
Assuming a common scalar mass at the GUT scale, the relation between the masses of right{
and left{handed sleptons can be used to combine results of the search for acoplanar leptons and the
search for events with single electrons. The result for tan = 2 and  =  100 GeV=c2 is shown in
Fig. 3d. This value of minimises the product of cross section and branching fraction for the process
e+e  ! eReL, eL ! e for vanishing M . Staus are not used because the highest sensitivity is
reached combining only the searches for right{ and left{handed selectrons and smuons. For M
below 3 GeV=c2 the search of èR èR loses sensitivity very rapidly. As the left{handed sleptons are
too heavy to be produced in pairs, only the search for eReL is used here.
5.2 Limits in GMSB models
Mass limits are derived from the results of the acoplanar lepton with photons searches under the
assumption that only èR èR production contributes. When cascade decays are taken into account,
conservatively assuming no eciency, these limits are reduced. The limits obtained for right{
handed selectrons are shown in Fig. 4a. These are dependent on the supersymmetric parameters
and are shown for tan  = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2. The mass limits for right{handed smuons and
staus do not have this dependence; they are shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c respectively. The eect
of cascade decays for selectrons and smuons for tan = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2 is given by the
short dashed lines.
A limit on M
e`
is derived assuming mass degeneracy of the three slepton avours. The highest
sensitivity is reached when only selectrons and smuons are combined, because staus are selected with
similar background but lower eciency. The result obtained for tan  = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2
is shown in Fig. 4d.
The search for heavy stable particles translates into a 95% condence level upper limit on the
production cross section of the order of 0.07 pb for masses in the range 45   87 GeV=c2. This
cross section upper limit implies a lower mass limit of 81 GeV=c2 for stable right{handed staus (or
right{handed smuons) and of 82 GeV=c2 for stable left{handed staus (or left{handed smuons).
A combination of the dierent searches for sleptons yields lifetime dependent lower limits on
the slepton masses. The results obtained at 95% condence level for selectrons, smuons and staus
are shown in Fig. 5. For the selectrons the production cross section was calculated neglecting
contributions from t channel processes. Assuming that the three sleptons have the same mass a
lower limit on this mass is derived by combining the selections for selectrons and smuons (Fig. 5d).
6 Conclusions
In the data sample of 57 pb 1 recorded in 1997 by the ALEPH detector at LEP at centre{of{mass
energies around 183 GeV, searches for signals of scalar lepton production have been performed. The
number of candidate events observed is consistent with the background expected from standard
model processes.
In the MSSM the following lower mass limits for right{handed are set at 95% condence level
if M is greater than 15 GeV=c2 ( =  200 GeV=c2 and tan = 2, where relevant):
 81 GeV=c2 for selectrons
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 71 GeV=c2 for smuons
 65 GeV=c2 for staus.
Assuming a common scalar mass at the GUT scale, tan  = 2 and  =  100 GeV=c2 a slepton
mass limit of 65 GeV=c2 is set independently of M .
In GMSB models the search for acoplanar lepton pairs plus photons leads to the following limits
(CL=95%), for any M :
 77 GeV=c2 for selectrons ( =  200 GeV=c2 and tan = 2),
 77 GeV=c2 for smuons,
 52 GeV=c2 for staus,
 82 GeV=c2 for mass degenerate sleptons.
If the slepton is the NLSP the following limits are derived independent of the slepton lifetime:
 71 GeV=c2 for selectrons (using only s channel contribution),
 75 GeV=c2 for smuons,
 57 GeV=c2 for staus,
 80 GeV=c2 for mass degenerate sleptons.
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Figure 3: The actual (full line) and expected (long dashed line) mass limit for sleptons in the MSSM
assuming BR(è! `) = 100% are given by the full lines. The short dashed curves in plots a) and
b) show the eect of cascade decays for tan = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2 assuming no eciency
for these decays.
a) eR mass limit for tan  = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2.
b) The mass limit for eR.
c) The eR mass limit and the limit for a mixed state e1 decoupling from the Z (short dashed line).
d) The mass limits for sleptons assuming a common scalar mass at the GUT scale and tan  = 2







































































































Figure 4: The actual (full line) and expected (long dashed line) mass limits for right{handed
sleptons in GMSB models with neutralino NLSP assuming BR(è! `) = 100% are given by the full
lines. The short dashed curves show the eect of cascade decays for tan  = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2
assuming no eciency for these decays.
a) The eR mass limit for tan = 2 and  =  200 GeV=c2.
b) The mass limit for eR.
c) The curve gives the eR mass limit.













































































































Figure 5: The actual (full line) and expected (long dashed line) mass limits for right{handed
sleptons in GMSB models with slepton NLSP as a function of their lifetime. The short dashed
lines indicate the excluded region by the acoplanar lepton search, the search for tracks with large
impact parameter and kinks and by the search for stable sleptons.
a) The eR mass limit, assuming only the s channel contribution.
b) The mass limit for eR.
c) The eR mass limit.
d) The limit for degenerate sleptons.
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